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take hypothesis or goals and break 
them into concrete tasks using 
operationalization techniques

a scholarly research of previous 
tools and techniques, accompanied 
by traditional competitive analysis

model how the data and the user 
behave before and after using the 
tool/software

create content and data 
inventories and hierarchies, and 
propose a navigation

brainstorm and sketch possible 
visualizations, taking into account 
use patterns and data structures

evaluate visual paradigms with 
dummy data or a representative 
subset useful for evaluation

show a tool with limited functionality 
to end users and evaluate behavior 
and task completion

eliminate major bugs, ensure that 
core data manipulation features 
are fully functional

provide clear explanations on the 
statistical and object 
transformations of the data
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activity description deliverable evaluation/conversation
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document
algorithms

take hypothesis or goals and break 
them into concrete tasks using 
operationalization techniques

a diagram of tasks – objects – 
software supported methods

interview current or potential users 
and probe for tasks and activities 
they would like to conduct

evaluate navigation, clarity of data 
mappings, non-traditional data 
representations

evaluate performance, statistical 
support of visual relationships and 
limitations of each approach

evaluate whether the tool supports 
the tasks, user interaction and 
possible additional features

cognitive walk-through, perform 
card sorting, evaluate hierarchies

a report on current techniques, 
technologies, patterns and similar 
tools/software

user and data journeys that explicitly 
describe the formats and activities 
that happen outside of the tool

an information architecture, a site 
map or other hierarchical 
representation of data and objects

sketches, paper prototypes, digital 
representations using no or fake 
data as the source

summary of interview results with 
data scientists, developers, 
possible users and managers

results of usability testing, task 
completion and possible new 
features

complete visualization with core 
features and functionalities, ready 
for production

documentation files, markdown or 
website

a scholarly research of previous 
tools and techniques, accompanied 
by traditional competitive analysis

model how the data and the user 
behave before and after using the 
tool/software

create content and data 
inventories and hierarchies, and 
propose a navigation

brainstorm and sketch possible 
visualizations, taking into account 
use patterns and data structures

evaluate visual paradigms with 
dummy data or a representative 
subset useful for evaluation

show a tool with limited functionality 
to end users and evaluate behavior 
and task completion

eliminate major bugs, ensure that 
core data manipulation features 
are fully functional

provide clear explanations on the 
statistical and object 
transformations of the data
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